## URI-Specific WordPress User Roles and Capabilities Summary

### Summary of Roles
- WordPress uses a concept of roles, designed to give the site owner the ability to control what users can and cannot do within the site.
- The goal is to assign users the minimum permission required to get their job done.
- New user registration is disabled.
- List of roles include:
  - Super Admin
  - Webmaster
  - Webeditor
  - Author
  - Contributor
  - Subscriber

### Super Admin
Multisite Super Admins have all capabilities defined for Webmaster, Webeditor, Author, and Contributor, PLUS the following network-wide options:
- manage_network
- manage_sites
- manage_network_users
- manage_network_themes
- manage_network_options

### Webmaster
The Webmaster role limits the allowed tasks only to a single site. Its capabilities include:
- delete_others_pages
- delete_others_posts
- delete_pages
- delete_posts
- delete_private_pages
- delete_private_posts
- delete_published_pages
- delete_published_posts
- edit_dashboard
- edit_others_pages
- edit_others_posts
- edit_pages
- edit_posts
- edit_private_pages
- edit_private_posts
- edit_published_pages
- edit_published_posts
- edit_theme_options (Appearances)
- export
- Gform full access
- list_users
- manage_categories
- manage_links
- manage_options (Settings)
- moderate_comments
- publish_pages
- publish_posts
- read
- read_private_pages
- read_private_posts
- upload_files

### Webeditor
The Webeditor role can publish and manage posts and pages (including the posts and pages of other users). Its capabilities include:
- delete_others_pages
- delete_others_posts
- delete_pages
- delete_posts
- delete_private_pages
- delete_private_posts
- delete_published_pages
- delete_published_posts
- edit_others_pages
- edit_others_posts
- edit_pages
- edit_posts
- edit_private_pages
- edit_private_posts
- edit_published_pages
- edit_published_posts
- edit_theme_options (Appearances)
- Gform full access
- manage_categories
- manage_links
- moderate_comments
- publish_pages
- publish_posts
- read
- read_private_pages
- read_private_posts
- upload_files

### Author
The Author role can publish and manage his/her own posts. Its capabilities include:
- delete_posts
- delete_published_posts
- edit_posts
- publish_posts
- read
- upload_files

### Contributor
The Contributor role can write and manage his/her own posts but cannot publish them. Its capabilities include:
- delete_posts
- edit_posts
- read

### Subscriber
The Subscriber role can only read and manage their profile.
- read
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